Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

**Across**
1. not for the full number of hours
4. Rain continued ____ the whole day.
5. You can pick up your package at the _____. (2 words)
7. over the side of a boat
8. Put up your ad on the _____. (2 words)
11. an unnamed person
13. Abby made a ____ as the ball flew past the outfield. (2 words)
14. a pain in the head
15. A lamp won't work without one. (2 words)
17. without end
19. frank
21. modern
22. a chair used for moving around
25. famous
26. a radio or TV news report
28. okay (2 words)
29. a large storage area
30. Charles passed the ball to a ___.

**Down**
2. classified as related to serious matters of national security
3. opposite of hello
6. discomfort in the stomach
9. one who oversees the safety of swimmers
10. amazed
12. wearing no shoes or socks
16. twelve plus ten
18. cleverly funny
20. a two-wheeled, engine-driven vehicle
23. wild animals and plants
24. on another continent
27. a condition of noisy excitement